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      ME AND YOU - Michael Reno Harrell

This is my first tab submission ever! I discovered this awesome song on Pandora
and wanted to learn it but could find no chords, no lyrics and scarcely a 
youtube video.

So, here is my best shot at it. I came up with my own picking pattern that
differs
somewhat from the pattern he used, so I ll just let you figure out your own as
well.

Standard tuning

Capo on 3rd fret

Chords used: D A Bm G

Intro:

 D A Bm G
 D A G D

VERSE 1:

  D                         A
  It rained every day for a week
             Bm                           G
  we had pots and pans and cans everywhere there was a leak
      D                                         A
  the sheetrock in the living room came down in one big sheet
           Bm             G          D
  on the couch and the TV and you and me
 
BRIDGE CHORDS:

  D A

CHORUS:
   
          Bm               D
  Tell you what we need to do
          Bm                              G          A
  remember that above the clouds the sky is always blue
        D                              G 



  and if I were a bettin  man I d tell you what I d do
             A               D
  I d bet it all on me and you

BRIDGE CHORDS:

  D A Bm G
  D A G D

VERSE 2 (same chords as verse 1)

  We put every dime we had in that old car
  but it s gettin hard to count on cause its gettin hard to start
  we re better off to walk these days if it ain t all that far
  to the place we gotta be you and me

CHORUS (same lyrics and chords)

VERSE 3 (same chords as verse 1 and 2)

  Well I hear they re callin for a hurricane
  and I don t think this old house can stand another drop of rain
  forget evacuation that old car wont stand the strain
  but we ll make do we ll make it through me and you

CHORUS (same lyrics and chords)

Ending chords:

D A G D


